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Dehazed Image Quality Evaluation: From Partial

Discrepancy to Blind Perception
Wei Zhou, Member, IEEE, Ruizeng Zhang, Leida Li, Member, IEEE, Guanghui Yue,

Jianwei Gong, Huiyan Chen, and Hantao Liu, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Nowadays, vision oriented intelligent vehicle systems
such as autonomous driving or transportation assistance can be
optimized by enhancing the visual visibility of images acquired
in bad weather conditions. The presence of haze in such visual
scenes is a critical threat. Image dehazing aims to restore spatial
details from hazy images. There have emerged a number of
image dehazing algorithms, designed to increase the visibility of
those hazy images. However, much less work has been focused on
evaluating the visual quality of dehazed images. In this paper, we
propose a Reduced-Reference dehazed image quality evaluation
approach based on Partial Discrepancy (RRPD) and then extend
it to a No-Reference quality assessment metric with Blind
Perception (NRBP). Specifically, inspired by the hierarchical
characteristics of the human perceiving dehazed images, we in-
troduce three groups of features: luminance discrimination, color
appearance, and overall naturalness. In the proposed RRPD, the
combined distance between a set of sender and receiver features
is adopted to quantify the perceptually dehazed image quality.
By integrating global and local channels from dehazed images,
the RRPD is converted to NRBP which does not rely on any
information from the references. Extensive experiment results
on both synthetic and real dehazed image quality databases
demonstrate that our proposed methods outperform state-of-the-
art full-reference, reduced-reference, and no-reference quality
assessment models. Furthermore, we show that the proposed
dehazed image quality evaluation methods can be effectively
applied to tune parameters for image dehazing algorithms and
have the potential to be deployed in real transportation systems.

Index Terms—Image dehazing, quality evaluation, reduced-
reference, blind/no-reference, partial discrepancy, human visual
perception.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE visibility of images is vital not only for delivered

consumers, but also for intelligent driving and vehi-

cle systems [1]–[5]. We usually use visible light imaging

equipment to acquire visual scenes. In such cases, when the

outdoor environment is captured, image visibility would be

inevitably degraded by possible bad weather conditions due to

the scattering or absorption of light by atmospheric particles

[6]. Among them, haze is one of the representative atmospheric

phenomena. To reduce the influence of visibility damage
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Fig. 1: Illustration of objective DQA categories, where FR and

RR DQA methods use full and part reference information,

respectively. The DR DQA models rely on hazy images,

while NR DQA directly evaluates the perceptual quality from

dehazed images.

caused by hazy effects, many image dehazing algorithms [7]–

[9] have been proposed and achieved great success in the field

of vision-related systems.

With the development of image dehazing, dehazed images

with a variety of appearances are generated by different image

dehazing models. One nature question that arises here is

how to effectively evaluate and compare the performance of

various image dehazing approaches? Because human subjects

are the ultimate receivers of dehazed images, subjective quality

evaluation [10] is the most accurate and reliable way to

measure the visual quality of dehazed images. Moreover, based

on subjective testing, several benchmarking dehazed image

quality databases [11]–[13] have been built, including regu-

lar and aerial scenarios. Nevertheless, subjective experiments

are often time and labor-consuming. The objective quality

evaluation [14] is an alternative to subjective ones, in which

particularly objective metrics are designed to automatically

estimate the perceptually dehazed image quality.

As shown in Fig. 1, similar to traditional image quality

assessment (IQA), for objective dehazed quality assessment

(DQA), there are generally four categories regarding to ex-

isting DQA metrics. These consist of full-reference (FR),

reduced-reference (RR), degraded-reference (DR), and no-

reference (NR) DQA models. Among them, the FR DQA

supposes the pristine reference image is totally available, while

the RR DQA only relies on part of the corresponding reference

information. Since the hazy image is the degraded counterpart

of the original reference image, based on this, the DR DQA

methods can be developed. When both haze-free and hazy
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Fig. 2: Deployment of RR quality evaluation systems.

images are unavailable, we may resort to the NR DQA models

which directly predict the visual quality from dehazed images.

Although lots of objective quality evaluation methods have

shown effectiveness in estimating human perceived quality for

conventional distortions such as noise [15], JPEG compression

[16], blur [17], etc, the DQA models specifically designed for

dehazed images are still in their infancy. As for FR and DR

DQA situations, either original haze-free or degraded hazy

images can be fully accessible, which is beneficial to the

algorithm design of dehazed quality evaluation. However, in

practical real-world applications, we may not obtain full infor-

mation of them. In other words, it becomes more challenging

for RR and NR DQA tasks that we focus on. Consequently,

in this paper, we first propose a novel RR DQA method and

then extend it to a more practical NR DQA model that does

not rely on any other information except for the dehazed

images. To the best of our knowledge, only [18] developed

an RR image quality assessment called perceptual discrepancy

learning (PDL) that adapted to dehazed images. We are one

of the first to propose a specific RR DQA method and have

such an extension to the NR manner. Besides, our proposed

quality evaluation models can be applied to tune parameters

for image dehazing algorithms.

In our proposed frameworks, to evaluate the perceptual qual-

ity of dehazed images produced by various image dehazing

algorithms, we consider the cognitive mechanisms of the hu-

man visual system (HVS) [19]. To be specific, when subjects

perceive dehazed images, luminance discrimination and color

appearance [20], [21] are observed from low-level dimensions.

Then, the high-level overall naturalness [22], [23] is also taken

into account. This process is more likely to be reflected by the

hierarchical properties of the human brain [24]. Additionally,

the HVS tends to aggregate the visual quality impression from

both global and local channels [25]. The codes are publicly

available at https://github.com/weizhou-geek/Dehazed-Image-

Quality-Evaluation.

Around the above-mentioned aspects, this paper makes the

following main contributions:

• We propose RR and NR dehazed quality evaluation

methods via partial discrepancy and blind perception,

respectively.

• Motivated by the hierarchical properties of dehazed image

perceiving process, we propose quality-aware features,

including luminance discrimination, color appearance,

and overall naturalness.

• Based on the characteristics of the HVS, the global and

local aggregation is taken into consideration. Extensive

experiments on both synthetic and authentic dehazed

quality databases as well as real transportation scenes ver-

ify that our proposed metrics have superior performance.

In addition, we optimize potential parameter-based image

dehazing algorithms by applying our proposed dehazed

image quality evaluation methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related

work of our paper is presented in Section II. Section III

introduces the proposed Reduced-Reference dehazed image

quality evaluation approach based on Partial Discrepancy

(RRPD). In Section IV, we then propose the No-Reference

quality assessment metric with Blind Perception (NRBP),

which combines both global and local channels. We present

experimental results and analysis in Section V, and finally

conclude the work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Objective IQA designs computational models to predict the

human perception-based image quality, which is also known as

mean opinion score (MOS). The simplest FR IQA model is the

peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) which compares the pixel

difference between reference and distorted images. However,

such a signal fidelity model does not consider the character-

istics of the HVS. Therefore, the PSNR cannot estimate the

accurate visual quality as human observers perceive. To over-

come the drawbacks of signal fidelity, Wang et al. proposed

the well-known structural similarity (SSIM) index [26] based

on the visual perception of image structures. Besides, several

variants of similarity measurement were also developed, such

as the multiscale SSIM (MS-SSIM) index [27], the informa-

tion content weighted SSIM (IW-SSIM) measure [28], the

feature similarity (FSIM) index [29], the gradient similarity

(GSM) model [30], the gradient magnitude similarity deviation

(GMSD) [31], the perceptual similarity (PSIM) measure [32],

and the superpixel-based similarity (SPSIM) index [33], etc.

Other FR IQA methods called information fidelity criterion

(IFC) [34] and visual information fidelity (VIF) [35] evaluate

visual quality from the aspect of image information.

Apart from the FR IQA approaches, many NR IQA methods

have been proposed during the past decades. According to

a spatial natural scene statistic (NSS) model, the classical
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Fig. 3: Framework of the proposed RR quality evaluation method, where luminance discrimination, color appearance, and

overall naturalness are employed for feature extraction.

blind/referenceless image spatial quality evaluator (BRISQUE)

was built [36]. Other NSS models were also presented, e.g.,

the blind image quality index (BIQI) [37], the natural image

quality evaluator (NIQE) [38], the blind image integrity no-

tator using DCT statistics (BLIINDS-II) [22], the distortion

identification-based image verity, and the integrity evaluation

(DIIVINE) index [23], etc. In [39], a highly efficient NR

IQA model named local pattern statistics index (LPSI) was

presented to evaluate the image quality. The multi-task end-

to-end optimized deep neural network (MEON) was proposed

in [40], which consists of a distortion identification network

and a quality prediction network.

The RR IQA is a kind of objective way between FR

IQA and NR IQA. The development of RR IQA falls be-

hind and few models have been proposed for this category.

For example, the reduced-reference image quality assessment

method (RRIQA) [41] was proposed according to an image

statistic model in the wavelet transform domain. Afterward,

based on the internal generative mechanism and visual saliency

detection, the RQMSH [42] and SIRR [43] were proposed to

predict the distorted image quality with side information from

reference data.

These traditionally generic IQA models introduced above

are mainly designed for the quality assessment of natural

images. However, the properties of natural images differ

from that of dehazed images, even the artifacts generated by

various image dehazing algorithms are unlike the traditional

distortions such as common Gaussian white noise in natural

images. Thus, it is necessary to devise specially dehazed

quality evaluation methods. In the literature, representative FR

DQA methods include the DEHAZEfr [11] and FRFSIM [13].

Based on visibility and distortion measurement, the NR DQA

metric named VDA-DQA [44] was developed by complex

contourlet transform. Another NR DQA model was proposed

in the HSI color space [45]. Moreover, pairwise comparison-

based rank learning was employed to form the NR image

restoration quality algorithm [46] which is also suitable for the

image dehazing scenario. Due to the possible hazy images, one

can also propose DR DQA models, e.g., the objective dehazing

quality index (DHQI) [14].

For the quality metrics of RR DQA, only [18] was proposed

for image restoration and adapted to image dehazing. Con-

sidering that none of the previous attempts specifically focus

on the RR DQA problem, in this work, we aim to fill in this

blank. Specifically, we propose a partial discrepancy based RR

DQA model and then extend it to the NR DQA method with

blind perception. Furthermore, our dehazed quality evaluation

metrics can also be applied to optimize the parameter selection

for the potential image dehazing algorithm.

III. PROPOSED RR QUALITY EVALUATION METHOD

In Fig. 2, we give the deployment of RR quality evaluation

systems. According to this deployment, there is a feature

extraction process at the sender side and a feature extrac-

tion followed by a quality evaluation process at the receiver

side, for the reference and dehazed images, respectively. The

dehazed image is generated through the distortion channel.

Moreover, the RR features obtained from sender feature ex-

traction usually have a much lower data rate than the original

image data and are transmitted to the receiver by an ancillary

channel.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)
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Fig. 4: Luminance quality degradation from image dehazing.

(a) A haze-free image; (c) The corresponding hazy image; (e)

Dehazed image with haze removal degradation; (g) Dehazed

image with structural recovery degradation; (i) Dehazed image

with enhancement effects degradation; (b), (d), (f), (h) and (j)

are the luminance maps for (a), (c), (e), (g) and (i) respectively.

The framework of our proposed RR quality evaluation

method for dehazed images, i.e., RRPD, is shown in Fig. 3. In

the proposed RR DQA method, motivated by the hierarchically

dehazed image perceiving process, we first develop three

groups of quality-aware features, containing luminance dis-

crimination, color appearance, and overall naturalness. Then,

the feature comparison and combination are used for partial

discrepancy quality estimation. Since real-time performance is

very important for automotive applications, we test the time

complexity for our proposed framework is 1.32s. Note that

for a real-time video scene, our quality metric can be tested

every once in a while since the haze level generally could

not have huge changes in successively neighboring frames.

Therefore, we can use the proposed method in real-world

transportation scenarios as an assistant way to monitor image

quality, which will benefit automotive applications. In the

following subsections, we will introduce the technical details

of RRPD.

A. Luminance Discrimination

When human perceives the dehazed images generated by

different image dehazing algorithms, luminance information

significantly influences perceptual image quality [21]. Fig.

4 shows some examples of the typical luminance quality

degradation from image dehazing, where the corresponding

luminance maps of reference, hazy, and dehazed images are

presented. Our observation is that the quality degradation

in the aspect of luminance information mainly comes from

haze removal, structural recovery, and enhancement effects.

Therefore, we propose the luminance discrimination features

described as follows.

1) Haze Removal: The haze in the image causes visibility

loss. A lot of mainstream image dehazing approaches have

been proposed to remove the haze as much as possible, which

can help to increase visibility. Under the circumstances, more

haze removal can reflect better visual quality. Here we employ

several statistics in the luminance component to quantify the

haze removal degrees. Let R denote the luminance map of

reference image. The resolution is M ×N . To reveal the haze

removal, we first compute the mean and standard deviation of

luminance map by:

MEA =
1

M ×N

M∑

m=1

N∑

n=1

R(m,n), (1)

STD =

√√√√ 1

M ×N

M∑

m=1

N∑

n=1

[R(m,n)−R]2, (2)

where R is the mean operation of luminance map, which is

the same as Eqn (1). Then, the median and mode values of

luminance map can be obtained by:

MED =

{
R̂
[
M×N+1

2

]
, if (M ×N) is odd

R̂[M×N
2 ]+R̂[M×N

2
+1]

2 , if (M ×N) is even
,

(3)

MOD = {Ri | P (Ri) ≥ P (Rj) , i ̸= j} , (4)

where R̂ is the ordered list of the luminance map. P (·)
indicates the probability.

Except for the mean, standard deviation, median, and mode

statistics, the global entropy that determines the ‘surprise’ of

a specific image is also taken into consideration as:
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5: Comparison of CSF weighted gradient maps. (a) A

reference haze-free image; (b) Test dehazed image; (c),(d) The

corresponding CSF weighted gradient map of (a) and (b).

ENT = −

K∑

k=0

Pk log (Pk) , (5)

where K is the maximum pixel value in the whole luminance

map. Besides, Pk represents the probability of pixel value

equaling to k. With all the extracted luminance statistics, we

can exploit them to form the quantification of haze removal

degradation.

2) Structural Recovery: Since structures are important for

image quality evaluation, many IQA models based on image

structures have been proposed [26], [47]–[49]. One main

goal of image dehazing algorithms is also to recover the

structures. From Fig. 4 (g-h), we find that part of the structural

information is missing in the dehazed images, which leads to

quality degradation. Thus, according to the characteristics of

the HVS, i.e., the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) [50], we

first filter the luminance map and then compute the gradient

map weighting by CSF to reflect image structures.

Specifically, the CSF can measure the HVS sensitivity to

various frequencies of visual stimulus. Based on CSF, human

eyes have different abilities to discriminate target brightness

at different spatial frequencies. Here we employ a modified

CSF function [51] given by:

H(f, φ) = H1(f, φ)H2(f, φ), (6)

where f denotes the radial spatial frequency with cycles

per degree of visual angle (c/deg). Moreover, φ ∈ [−π, π]
represents the angular frequency. H1(f, φ) and H2(f, φ) are

the frequency response from a circularly symmetric Gaussian

filter and the frequency response of a CSF model originally

proposed in [52] and adjusted in [53]. These can be computed

as follows:

H1(f, φ) = e−2π2α2f2

, (7)

H2(f, φ) =

{
2.6 (0.0192 + ηfϕ) e

−ηfϕ , f ≥ fpeak

0.981, otherwise
, (8)

where α = 0.5 is adopted to control the filter cutoff. Inspired

by [54], we set η = 0.114. fϕ is used to represent direction-

based correction of f to reduce the contrast sensitivity along

the diagonal, which can be calculated by:

fϕ =
f

0.15 cos(4φ) + 0.85
. (9)

We exploit the modified CSF function H(f, φ) to filter the

luminance map. As shown in Fig. 5, we then obtain the CSF

weighted gradient map, which can reflect the quality variation.

Finally, the mean, standard deviation, median, mode, and

entropy statistics of CSF weighted gradient map are adopted

to measure the structural recovery degradation.

3) Enhancement Effects: By using different image dehaz-

ing algorithms, the resulting dehazed images may be over-

enhanced, as demonstrated by Fig. 4 (i-j). In order to measure

the contrast variation caused by image dehazing, we use the

mean of local variance and normalized local variance [14]

which can determine the enhancement effects.

Specifically, the local variance of luminance map R is

computed by:

σ(x, y) =

√∑

u,v

w(u, v)[R(x+ u, y + v)− µ(x, y)]2, (10)

where x, y indicate the pixel indexes in the spatial domain. w
is a Gaussian weighting window. Moreover, µ represents the

local mean, which can be calculated as:

µ(x, y) =
∑

u,v

w(u, v)R(x+ u, y + v). (11)

Considering that the local variance is sensitive to the local

mean, we also derive the normalized local variance as follows:

γ(x, y) =
σ(x, y)

µ(x, y) + C
, (12)

where C represents a small positive constant used for avoiding

instability. After obtaining the local variance and normalized

local variance of luminance map, the mean values of them are

employed to quantify the quality degradation from enhance-

ment effects.

B. Color Appearance

Apart from luminance information, color cues are also

useful to help the HVS perceive visual signals. There exist

many works that have investigated the effects of luminance and

chrominance on perceptual image quality [55]–[58]. In these

works, chrominance has been proven to achieve a promising

gain for the image quality evaluation task. Therefore, we first

convert the original image I into YCbCr components by:

I → {R,Cb, Cr}, (13)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
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(i) (j) (l)(k)

Fig. 6: Color decomposition results. (a) A reference haze-free image; (e) Dehazed image produced by Berman16 [9]; (i)

Dehazed image generated by Lai15 [8]; (b-d) The corresponding YCbCr components of (a); (f-h) The corresponding YCbCr

components of (e); (j-l) The corresponding YCbCr components of (i).

where R is the reference luminance map. Cb and Cr are two

chrominance maps.

We show the color decomposition results in Fig. 6, which

include two image dehazing algorithms, i.e., Berman16 [9]

and Lai15 [8]. From this figure, it can be seen the color

differences in the reference and dehazed ones, indicating that

color information can be applied to measure the dehazed image

quality. Thus, we then compute the mean, standard deviation,

median, mode, and entropy statistics of chrominance to form

the color appearance features.

C. Overall Naturalness

Since the HVS works in a hierarchical manner, we utilize

the higher level overall naturalness features of the YCbCr

components to estimate the quality degradation from a natural

sense. To be specific, we first realize the decorrelation of input

image, e.g., luminance map R with divisive normalization

transform [59] as below:

R̃(x, y) =
R(x, y)− µ(x, y)

σ(x, y) + C
, (14)

where the local variance σ and local mean µ are obtained from

Eqn (12) and Eqn (13), respectively. C is the same constant

as Eqn (14). Apart from the decorrelation, we also apply the

whitening filter to make the distribution more Gaussian-like.

In Fig. 7, we show the statistical distribution for YCbCr

components. We see that the behaviors of curves are different

for various image dehazing algorithms. Therefore, we then use

the generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) and more general

asymmetric generalized Gaussian distribution (AGGD) [60] to

fit the statistical distribution. The AGGD with zero mean value

mode is given as:

g (τ ;λ, ρl, ρr) =





λ

(ςl+ςr)Γ( 1

λ )
e
−

(
−τ
ςl

)λ

, τ < 0

λ

(ςl+ςr)Γ( 1

λ )
e−(

−τ
ςr
)
λ

, otherwise
,

(15)

where

ςl = ρl

√
Γ
(
1
λ

)

Γ
(
3
λ

) , (16)

ςr = ρr

√
Γ
(
1
λ

)

Γ
(
3
λ

) , (17)

and λ controls the distribution shape. Γ represents the Gamma

function. ρl and ρr are the scale parameters of left and right
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7: Statistical distribution of different dehazed images from Fig. 6 after normalization. (a) Statistical distribution for

Luminance Y component; (b) Statistical distribution for chrominance Cb component; (c) Statistical distribution for chrominance

Cr component.
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Fig. 8: Framework of the proposed NR quality evaluation method, where global and local channels are used for feature

extraction.

sides. The AGGD becomes GGD when ρl = ρr. Moreover,

the skewness and kurtosis of GGD are used as complementary

features. The shape and scale parameters are estimated by

the moment-matching based approach [61]. In addition, the

parameters (δ, λ, ρ2l , ρ
2
r) of the best AGGD fit are achieved in

which δ calculated by:

δ = (ρr − ρl)
Γ
(
2
λ

)

Γ
(
1
λ

) . (18)

With YCbCr components, we adopt two scales, containing the

original image scale and a reduced resolution scale proposed

in [36] to perform as the overall naturalness features.

D. Partial Discrepancy Quality Estimation

In analogy to the feature extraction of reference images,

identical operations can be applied to the corresponding de-

hazed images. Suppose that we have the luminance discrimi-

nation, color appearance, and overall naturalness features from

reference and dehazed images. These features are denoted by

LD/LD′, CA/CA′, and ON/ON′, for haze-free and dehazed

images, respectively.

We first concatenate LD and CA as well as LD′ and

CA′, leading to LDCA and LD′CA′. Then, the joint YCbCr

comparison and naturalness comparison are computed, which

can be combined as the final partial discrepancy quality. Thus,

we obtain the proposed RR quality estimation as follows:
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TABLE I: PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF VARIOUS REDUCED-REFERENCE QUALITY EVALUATION METHODS ON TWO

DEHAZED SUBJECTIVE DATABASES.

Databases SHRQR SHRQA

Methods SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

RRIQA [41] 0.3540 0.2487 0.4378 12.4543 0.6624 0.4741 0.6694 12.0025
RQMSH [42] 0.2793 0.1883 0.2846 13.2794 0.6403 0.4565 0.6566 12.1855

SIRR [43] 0.4662 0.3222 0.5053 11.9535 0.5997 0.4153 0.6090 12.8148
PDL [18] 0.0825 0.0552 0.0854 13.802 0.2061 0.1424 0.2001 15.8303

RRPD (without CSF) 0.6562 0.4857 0.7126 9.7185 0.7241 0.5358 0.6998 11.5414
Proposed RRPD 0.7450 0.5633 0.8355 7.6115 0.7608 0.5715 0.7271 11.0921

Failure case

(a) (b)

Fig. 9: Example of failure case. (a) Scatter plot of predicted value versus MOS value; (b) A failure case from (a).

QRRPD = M(
∣∣LDCA− LDCA′

∣∣)×M(
∣∣ON−ON′

∣∣),
(19)

where LDCA/LDCA′ and ON/ON′ are 22-dimensional and

120-dimensional vectors, respectively. M denotes the mean

operation.

IV. PROPOSED NR QUALITY EVALUATION METHOD

In practical applications, the part of reference information

may not be always available. Therefore, we extend the pro-

posed RR quality evaluation method to a blind/no-reference

dehazed image quality evaluation model called NRBP. The

framework of the proposed NR quality evaluation method

is shown in Fig. 8, where the only input is the dehazed

image, and both global and local channels are used for feature

extraction.

A. Local and Global Channels

Inspired by the characteristics of the HVS, to exploit more

information from dehazed images, global and local channels

are involved in the proposed NRBP framework. Specifically,

we conduct a spatial division for the input dehazed image.

Here the patch size is set to 32×32. More experimental results

can be found in Section V-E.

Similar to the RRPD, we have luminance discrimination,

color appearance, and overall naturalness features for both

channels. Then, we concatenate the extracted features sep-

arately. It should be noted that for local feature extraction,

before the concatenation, the patch-wise mean is computed

for all patch features of each dehazed image. As for aerial

images, the local channel would lead to marginal performance

improvement, which is validated in the experimental part (i.e.,

Section V-C). Therefore, we test the regular images to select

the patch size.

B. Blind Perception Quality Estimation

Finally, with the concatenated features from global and local

channels, we utilize the support vector regression (SVR) [62]

for the blind perception quality generation as:

QNRBP = F(LD′,CA′,ON′,LDlocal
′,CAlocal

′,ONlocal
′),
(20)

where F is the SVR operation, and the common parameters

are adopted for mainstream image quality evaluation works

[63]–[65].

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we will present the experimental results and

analysis of our proposed RR DQA and NR DQA models.
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TABLE II: PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT QUALITY EVALUATION METHODS ON SHRQR DATABASE.

Types Methods SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

FR IQA

PSNR 0.5972 0.4231 0.6523 10.4996
SSIM [26] 0.5627 0.3991 0.6225 10.8412

MS-SSIM [27] 0.5836 0.4160 0.6275 10.7855
IW-SSIM [28] 0.5657 0.4031 0.6246 10.8175

FSIM [29] 0.6256 0.4615 0.7418 9.2889
IFC [34] 0.5549 0.4068 0.7354 9.3873
VIF [35] 0.6287 0.4705 0.7609 8.9885

GSM [30] 0.6029 0.4364 0.6946 9.9654
GMSD [31] 0.6157 0.4531 0.7364 9.3722
PSIM [32] 0.6238 0.4580 0.7580 9.0350

SPSIM [33] 0.6553 0.4914 0.7454 9.2348

NR IQA

BIQI [37] 0.0277 0.0235 0.2444 13.4323
BRISQUE [36] 0.4196 0.2964 0.5767 11.3165

NIQE [38] 0.4029 0.2843 0.5920 11.1639
BLIINDS-II [22] 0.3400 0.2353 0.5374 11.6821

DIIVINE [23] 0.3712 0.2535 0.5016 11.9840
LPSI [39] 0.3363 0.2355 0.5718 11.3643

MEON [40] 0.2220 0.1445 0.3111 13.1652

FR DQA
DEHAZEfr [11] 0.8292 0.6430 0.8675 6.8912

FRFSIM [13] 0.5862 0.4264 0.7467 9.2141

DR DQA DHQI [14] 0.4240 0.3000 0.6739 10.2338

NR DQA
VDA-DQA [44] 0.4846 0.3421 0.6160 10.9119
Proposed NRBP 0.8556 0.6823 0.8992 5.9771

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 10: Examples of aerial images. (a) Desert; (b) Forest; (c) Mountain; (d) Viaduct.

First, we provide a brief overview of the adopted databases

and criteria in our experiments. Then, the comparisons be-

tween the proposed metrics and state-of-the-art methods are

conducted. Moreover, for NRBP, we also report the ablation

study of individual channels as well as each proposed feature

and parameter test with different local patch sizes. Finally,

we demonstrate that our proposed metrics perform well for

authentic dehazed images as well as real transportation scenes

and can also serve as a useful tool to be applied for image

dehazing.

A. Databases and Criteria

To verify the proposed RR and NR dehazed quality eval-

uation methods, we carry out experiments and analysis on

two synthetic databases (i.e., SHRQR and SHRQA [11]) and

three authentic dehazed image quality databases including

IVCDehazing [10], DHQ [14] and exBeDDE [12]. Moreover,

we also test the performance on real transportation scenes.

The SHRQR database contains 45 original haze-free images

and 360 dehazed images generated by eight typical image

dehazing algorithms. Each haze-free image is related to a

corresponding hazy image.

The SHRQA database is composed of 30 pristine haze-free

images and the corresponding 30 hazy images. Moreover, there

exist 240 dehazed images produced by eight image dehazing

algorithms which are the same as that of the SHRQR database.

Note that the image content in this database is aerial.

The IVCDehazing database has 25 real hazy images and 200

dehazed images which are produced by 8 existing dehazing

algorithms. Each dehazed image is associted with a MOS

value.

The DHQ database is so far the largest one, which in-

cludes 1,750 dehazed images. By 7 representative dehazing

algorithms, these dehazed images are generated by real hazy

images with different haze densities.

The exBeDDE database is a dehazed image quality database

based on real hazy images. There exist 1,670 dehazed images

created by 10 typical image dehazing approaches.

For comparison criteria, we adopt four commonly-used

metrics as follows:
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TABLE III: PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT QUALITY EVALUATION METHODS ON SHRQA DATABASE.

Types Methods SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

FR IQA

PSNR 0.8246 0.6397 0.8040 9.6080
SSIM [26] 0.8207 0.6267 0.8166 9.3252

MS-SSIM [27] 0.7895 0.5893 0.7815 10.0811
IW-SSIM [28] 0.7949 0.5954 0.7841 10.0276

FSIM [29] 0.7424 0.5471 0.7348 10.9583
IFC [34] 0.5630 0.3871 0.6140 12.7522
VIF [35] 0.7048 0.5384 0.7651 10.4044

GSM [30] 0.7832 0.5892 0.7719 10.2715
GMSD [31] 0.7103 0.5243 0.6984 11.5633
PSIM [32] 0.7593 0.5755 0.7338 10.9760

SPSIM [33] 0.8408 0.6418 0.8348 8.8960

NR IQA

BIQI [37] 0.3710 0.2442 0.3869 14.8984
BRISQUE [36] 0.1527 0.1023 0.3216 15.2986

NIQE [38] 0.3634 0.2470 0.4342 14.5547
BLIINDS-II [22] 0.0895 0.0611 0.3305 15.2491

DIIVINE [23] 0.2903 0.1915 0.3130 15.3449
LPSI [39] 0.4170 0.2902 0.4780 14.1918

MEON [40] 0.0339 0.0246 0.1268 16.0283

FR DQA
DEHAZEfr [11] 0.8615 0.6685 0.8554 8.3692

DEHAZEfr+ [11] 0.9028 0.7219 0.9017 6.9855
FRFSIM [13] 0.8065 0.6245 0.7844 10.0216

DR DQA DHQI [14] 0.5675 0.4341 0.5726 13.2458

NR DQA
VDA-DQA [44] 0.6662 0.4816 0.6728 11.9529
Proposed NRBP 0.9158 0.7606 0.9170 6.3036

TABLE IV: ABLATION TEST OF INDIVIDUAL CHANNELS ON TWO DEHAZED SUBJECTIVE DATABASES.

Databases SHRQR SHRQA

Methods SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

NRBP (only local) 0.8024 0.6252 0.8719 6.7006 0.9078 0.7447 0.9098 6.6050
NRBP (only global) 0.8193 0.6401 0.8765 6.6110 0.9113 0.7500 0.9140 6.4002

NRBP (local + global) 0.8556 0.6823 0.8992 5.9771 0.9158 0.7606 0.9170 6.3036

TABLE V: PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF EACH PROPOSED FEATURE (LOCAL + GLOBAL) ON SHRQR DATABASE.

Methods SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

Luminance Discrimination 0.6717 0.5055 0.8026 8.1954

Color Appearance 0.5002 0.3592 0.7141 9.5582

Overall Naturalness 0.8008 0.6236 0.8640 6.8815

Proposed NRBP 0.8556 0.6823 0.8992 5.9771

TABLE VI: PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF EACH PROPOSED FEATURE (LOCAL + GLOBAL) ON SHRQA DATABASE.

Methods SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

Luminance Discrimination 0.8214 0.6454 0.8220 9.1890

Color Appearance 0.6151 0.4504 0.6546 12.0325

Overall Naturalness 0.7327 0.5461 0.7495 10.5121

Proposed NRBP 0.9158 0.7606 0.9170 6.3036

1. Spearman Rank-order Correlation Coefficient (SRCC) is

defined by:

SRCC = 1−

6
T∑

t=1
dt

2

T (T 2 − 1)
, (21)

where T denotes the total image numbers of the used database.

dt is the rank difference between the t-th image’s subjective

and objective evaluations.

2. Kendall Rank Correlation Coefficient (KRCC) can be

computed as:

KRCC =
2(Fc − Fd)

T (T − 1)
, (22)

where Fc and Fd are the numbers of concordant and discordant

pairs on the database, respectively.

3. Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC) is calcu-

lated as follows:
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (f)(e)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 11: Image dehazing by using different parameters. (a) A reference haze-free image; (b) The corresponding hazy image;

(c) Dehazed image with default parameters, i.e., α = 0.5, λ = 1.0 and QRRPD = 38.8803; (d) Dehazed image with α = 0.05,

λ = 1.0 and QRRPD = 54.1494; (e) Dehazed image with α = 5, λ = 1.0 and QRRPD = 34.8126; (f) Dehazed image with

α = 50, λ = 1.0 and QRRPD = 34.1356; (g) Dehazed image with α = 0.5, λ = 0.1 and QRRPD = 26.9847; (h) Dehazed

image with α = 0.5, λ = 0.01 and QRRPD = 32.0869; (i) Dehazed image with α = 0.5, λ = 10 and QRRPD = 81.1083.

TABLE VII: PERFORMANCE VARIATION OF DIFFERENT

PATCH SIZES FOR PROPOSED NRBP (LOCAL + GLOBAL)

ON SHRQR DATABASE.

Patch Sizes SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

16× 16 0.8482 0.6729 0.8971 6.0858

32× 32 0.8556 0.6823 0.8992 5.9771

64× 64 0.8527 0.6808 0.8981 6.0351

128× 128 0.8506 0.6776 0.8930 6.1905

PLCC =

T∑
t=1

(st − s)(ot − o)

√
T∑

t=1
(st − s)

T∑
t=1

(ot − o)

, (23)

where st and ot represent the t-th subjective and mapped

objective quality scores. s and o are the corresponding mean

values of si and oi, respectively.

4. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) can be estimated by:

RMSE =

√√√√√
T∑

t=1
(st − ot)

2

T
. (24)

The SRCC and KRCC are applied to test prediction mono-

tonicity and the ordinal association between two measured

quantities. Meanwhile, the PLCC and RMSE are used to

measure prediction accuracy. Note that higher correlation

coefficients and lower errors mean better performance.

Additionally, before computing the PLCC and RMSE values

of different objective quality evaluation approaches, a five-

parameter logistic nonlinear fitting function [66] is employed

to map the predicted quality scores into a common scale as:

ϵ(q) = β1(
1

2
−

1

1 + e(β2(q−β3))
) + β4q + β5, (25)

where (β1...β5) represent five parameters to be fitted. q
and ϵ(q) are the raw objective score generated by quality
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TABLE VIII: PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT QUALITY EVALUATION METHODS ON IVCDEHAZING

DATABASE.

Types Methods SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

NR IQA

BIQI [37] 0.1472 0.0956 0.2669 1.4254
BRISQUE [36] 0.1568 0.1057 0.2036 1.4481

NIQE [38] 0.1599 0.1057 0.3166 1.4030
BLIINDS-II [22] 0.0193 0.0106 0.1984 1.4497

DIIVINE [23] 0.1126 0.0727 0.2057 1.4474
LPSI [39] 0.0381 0.0271 0.1021 1.4713

MEON [40] 0.0501 0.0299 0.1435 1.4638

NR DQA
VDA-DQA [44] 0.1375 0.0931 0.3221 1.4002
Proposed NRBP 0.6587 0.4834 0.7161 1.0156

TABLE IX: PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT QUALITY EVALUATION METHODS ON DHQ DATABASE.

Types Methods SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

NR IQA

BIQI [37] 0.2566 0.1725 0.2874 12.5828
BRISQUE [36] 0.3034 0.2024 0.4757 11.5557

NIQE [38] 0.4306 0.3020 0.5090 11.3082
BLIINDS-II [22] 0.3145 0.2146 0.4839 11.4966

DIIVINE [23] 0.2743 0.1858 0.3843 12.1283
LPSI [39] 0.3500 0.2387 0.5233 11.1947

MEON [40] 0.2790 0.1907 0.3111 12.4853

NR DQA
VDA-DQA [44] 0.6220 0.4514 0.6598 9.8721
Proposed NRBP 0.8483 0.6652 0.8608 6.6786

TABLE X: PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT QUALITY EVALUATION METHODS ON EXBEDDE DATABASE.

Types Methods SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

NR IQA

BIQI [37] 0.3497 0.2395 0.3950 0.2454
BRISQUE [36] 0.3688 0.2522 0.4966 0.2319

NIQE [38] 0.1422 0.0879 0.2971 0.2551
BLIINDS-II [22] 0.3486 0.2405 0.3443 0.2508

DIIVINE [23] 0.4695 0.3321 0.5119 0.2295
LPSI [39] 0.1212 0.0918 0.2417 0.2592

MEON [40] 0.0227 0.0150 0.3604 0.2492

NR DQA
VDA-DQA [44] 0.4216 0.2861 0.4811 0.2342
Proposed NRBP 0.9115 0.7403 0.9354 0.0944

assessment models and the regressed objective score after the

nonlinear mapping, respectively.

B. Comparisons with Other Quality Evaluation Metrics

We compare the proposed dehazed image quality evaluation

methods with existing state-of-the-art ones. For the proposed

RRPD, the other compared RR quality evaluation algorithms

include PDL [18], RRIQA [41], RQMSH [42], and SIRR [43].

Besides, due to the lack of RR DQA metrics for dehazed

images, we also test the RRPD without CSF. The performance

results are reported in TABLE I. From this table, we find

that our specifically designed RR DQA model outperforms the

others. Note that PDL is the only RR DQA method developed

for image restoration, which involves dehazed images. Our

proposed metric performs significantly better than it, further

demonstrating the superiority of the proposed metric. This

is because we aim to focus on dehazed images and relevant

characteristics rather than the generic image restoration case.

Furthermore, removing CSF would reduce the performance of

our model, which validates the effectiveness of the proposed

CSF weighting. This is mainly attributed to the powerful

perceptual properties of CSF, performing closer to the human

visual perception in the dehazed image quality evaluation task.

In Fig. 9, we show an example of the failure case of

our metric on the SHRQR database. It can be seen that the

corresponding dehazed image in (b) suffers from complex

artifacts, especially in the sky. To overcome such failure case,

more advanced frameworks can be proposed to consider more

visual cues and perceptual features.

As for the proposed NRBP, the traditional image quality

evaluation methods for comparisons are 11 FR IQA and 8 NR

IQA models. Except for these models, existing FR DQA, DR

DQA and NR DQA approaches are also taken into considera-

tion. The compared results on SHRQR and SHRQA databases

are provided in TABLE II and TABLE III, respectively. As can

be seen from these two tables, our proposed NRBP delivers

the best performance on both databases. More importantly, the

proposed metric even shows superior performance compared

with DEHAZEfr [11] and FRFSIM [13] which are two FR

DQA models. It should be noted that the DEHAZEfr+ is the

improved DEHAZEfr measure for aerial images. Additionally,

we notice that the performance numbers of the SHRQA

database are generally better than that of the SHRQR database.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 12: Illustration of real hazy images in transportation scenes. (a) Out-vehicle view; (b) In-vehicle view.

TABLE XI: COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT QUALITY EVALUATION METHODS FOR TRANSPORTATION SCENES.

Types Methods SRCC KRCC PLCC RMSE

NR IQA

BIQI [37] 0.2265 0.1000 0.6587 1.1909
BRISQUE [36] 0.1735 0.1167 0.5057 1.3654

NIQE [38] 0.0382 0.0333 0.7258 1.0888
BLIINDS-II [22] 0.0923 0.0649 0.2899 1.5147

DIIVINE [23] 0.1059 0.0167 0.2251 1.5421
LPSI [39] 0.3147 0.2000 0.4857 1.3835

MEON [40] 0.1294 0.1000 0.3722 1.4690

NR DQA
VDA-DQA [44] 0.0765 0.1000 0.6888 1.1473
Proposed NRBP 0.5794 0.4500 0.7285 1.0846

This proves that dehazed quality evaluation for regular images

is more challenging.

C. Ablation Study of Individual Channels

Since the proposed NRBP architecture has global and local

channels, the ablation study is adopted to test the results of

individual channels. Specifically, we test three configurations,

including the NRBP with only local channel, the NRBP with

only global channel, and the NRBP with both local and global

channels.

TABLE IV provides the ablation results which are also veri-

fied by the significant t-test. We observe that the global channel

performs better than the local channel and the combination of

the two can boost the final results to some extent. However,

the performance improvements for the SHRQR database are

obviously larger than that for the SHRQA database. In Fig.

10, we show some examples of aerial images. An interesting

trend is that aerial images are inclined to have similar textures.

That is, the self-similarity of local patches for these images

is relatively higher, compared to that of the regular images.

This may be the main reason for that the proposed NRBP

with only global channel obtains top-performing results on

SHRQA database.

D. Validity of Each Proposed Feature

It is interesting to verify each proposed feature category

regarding to luminance discrimination, color appearance, and

overall naturalness.

In TABLE V and TABLE VI, we provide the perfor-

mance results of individual proposed features on SHRQR

and SHRQA databases, respectively. It can be seen that the

proposed combination (i.e., NRBP) has the best performance,

which demonstrates the superiority of our proposed metric.

As for SHRQR and SHRQA databases, the overall naturalness

and luminance discrimination outperform other individual pro-

posed features separately. This may be due to the differential

characteristics of regular and aerial images.

E. Test with Different Local Patch Sizes

Due to the relatively marginal improvement of adding local

channel for aerial images, we test different local patch sizes

on the SHRQR database.

As illustrated in TABLE VII, several patch sizes are adopted

in the experiments, including 16× 16, 32× 32, 64× 64, and

128 × 128. From the results, we find that the 32 × 32 leads

to the best performance. In addition, with the increase and

decrease around 32 × 32, the performance would drop. This

is also consistent with other visual quality evaluation methods
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[67]–[69]. Therefore, we choose the patch size equaling to

32× 32 in our designed NRBP model.

F. Application to Image Dehazing

A good dehazed quality indicator can not only predict

the perceptually visual quality of dehazed images, but also

effectively optimize the existing image dehazing algorithms.

Here we also validate our proposed dehazed quality evaluation

method by applying it to parameter selection of a classical

image dehazing approach [7].

We give image dehazing results in Fig. 11. Since the

proposed RRPD does not need the training process, here we

show the objective quality scores obtained by RRPD. In this

figure, higher QRRPD indicates worse visual quality. The

image dehazing algorithm has two parameters, including α
and λ. Among the generated results, (c) utilizes the original

parameters proposed in [7]. We observe that the proposed

NRBP can efficiently select better parameters. That is, (g) with

α = 0.5, λ = 0.1 delivers the best perceptual quality.

G. Evaluation on Authentic Dehazed Images

In order to further verify the proposed NR quality evaluation

method, we adopt three authentic dehazed image quality

databases, i.e., IVCDehazing, DHQ, and exBeDDE.

We show the test results in Table VIII, Table IX, and Table

X. Since the pristine images are unavailable, here we compare

the proposed NRBP with state-of-the-art NR IQA and NR

DQA models. We find that existing traditional NR IQA metrics

generally fail to predict the dehazed image quality. In contrast,

our proposed NRBP significantly outperforms the NR IQA

models. Additionally, the proposed NRBP can also exceed

the VDA-DQA [44] which is the specific NR DQA method

designed for dehazed images.

H. Evaluation on Real Transportation Scenes

Apart from the synthetic and authentic dehazed image

quality databases, we test our methods on real automotive

imagery to further verify the performance. Specifically, we

select real hazy images in transportation scenes on so far the

most challenging IVCDehazing database as shown in Fig. 12.

Both the out-vehicle and in-vehicle views are considered in

this figure.

We exploit the largest DHD database to train our model and

then test it on the transportation scenes. The performance com-

parisons of different quality evaluation methods are reported

in TABLE XI. Again, our proposed NRBP shows the best

performance when compared to state-of-the-art algorithms.

This further demonstrates the superiority and potential of the

proposed method for intelligent vehicle systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new RR dehazed quality

evaluation method to predict the visual quality of dehazed

images with only part of the original reference information. In

the proposed framework, to involve the hierarchical property of

the human perception, we propose quality-aware features from

the aspects of luminance discrimination, color appearance,

and overall naturalness. Then, motivated by the characteristics

of the HVS, we extend it to a blind/NR quality evaluation

model by integrating both global and local channels. Finally,

experimental results on both synthetic and authentic dehazed

image quality databases as well as real transportation scenes

demonstrate the superiority of our proposed quality evaluation

methods. Additionally, our proposed quality metric can also

be applied to optimize the existing image dehazing algorithm

by tuning its parameters.

In the future, we plan to explore more potential applica-

tions of the proposed dehazed quality evaluation methods.

For example, using the metric as a loss function to train

a more robust neural network for image dehazing. Besides,

developing quality evaluation methods for video dehazing and

its optimization is also a promising research direction.
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